Nomination / Application Form
Deadline for submitting nominations: Oct. 15, 2017
1. Required information of the nominee: (Please read carefully and fill in both sides of the form)
Name: ……………………………………………... Date of birth: ………… Age: ……… Gender: ……...………
Telephone/ Mobile: ……………………………………………….. Email: ………………..……………………….
Permanent Address: ………………………………… ……………………………………………………………..
Name and address of current office: ……………………………………......... Position: ..........................................
Contact no: …………………... Date of 1st Appointment in Service: …….…......... Years left before Retirement: …...
2. I/The nominee am/is a good candidate for Integrity Idol Nigeria (IIN) 2017 because: (Give 3 clear reasons to
support your recommendation. If you need more space, use an additional page.)
1……………………………………………………………………….………………………………………………
2………………………………………………………………….……………………………………………………
3…………………………………………………………………….…………………………………………………
3. Three significant or exemplary contributions made during my/the nominee’s time in office.
1……………………………………………………………………………….………………………………………
2………………………………………………………………………………….……………………………………
3……………………………………………………………………………….………………………………………
4. I/Nominator’s Details (if the nominator is different from recommended person)
Name: ………………………………….………… Occupation: ………………………… Position: ………………
Affiliation: ……………………………………………….. Telephone number: .……………………………………
Email: ………………………………..……… Country (If the nominator is out of the country): …………………..
5. For further information and verification of information provided, please provide details of one or more
contact persons below:
Colleague: Name: …………………………….. Phone No/Email: …………………………….................................
Supervisor: Name: ……………………………..Phone No/Email: …………………...……………………………..
Other: Name: …………………………………...Phone No/Email: ……………………………................................
I hereby certify that all the information provided above are correct. If proven otherwise, I/the nominee will
be disqualified from IIN 2017.
…………………….…
Signature of Applicant/
Recommender
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Criteria for Integrity Idol Nigeria 2017
1. Applicant/Recommended person must be a Nigerian citizen.
2. Applicant/Recommended civil servant should be currently employed full time in a government
office (Ministry, Department, or Agency).
3. Applicant/Recommended civil servant must be permanently employed in service. Retired civil servants or
civil servants under temporary/ contract appointments are not eligible for recommendation.
4. Applicant/Recommended person must not be accused of any kind of corruption or abuse of authority by
EFCC/ ICPC or any other regulatory institution/agencies.
5. Applicant/Recommended person should have served in the civil service for at least five years and must
have a minimum of 5 years left before retirement.
6. Applicant/Recommender must give at least 3 clear and evident reasons why the recommended civil servant is
the right candidate for Integrity Idol Nigeria. It should include at least three noteworthy or exemplary works
done in their professional field (could be campaigns, leadership or pioneer works) just mentioning the names.
Process and Rules regarding the selection process of IIN 2017
1. The first step is the examination of received forms to make sure they are accurately documented.
2. Verifying whether the forms fulfill the criteria of Integrity Idol Nigeria 2017.
3. Examining the authenticity of the reasons stated in the application forms supporting an applicant’s
eligibility to apply.
4. Investigation of the exemplary works (campaigns, leaderships, pioneer works, etc.) done by the applicant or
the recommended person.
5. Further exploration of the exemplary works and practice done by the applicant or the recommended
person through interviews with their co-workers, clients and their Supervisor/ Director.
6. Study of the applicant’s perspective and actions on accountability, transparency and service towards
Nigeria.
7. On submitting the collected data and information about the applicants and their noteworthy work to an
independent panel of judges, an intensive research will be carried out to ensure the applicant/recommended
person has no records of penalization from authorities overseeing corruption issues and no records of cases
filed against him/her concerning corruption and misuse of authority/ public funds.
8. Upon completion of a detailed study on the collected information, the top five civil servants will be selected.
9. IIN team will visit the workplaces of the final five nominees, interview their coworkers, service seekers and
head of department. After this, they will prepare a short video highlighting their working methodology
and broadcast this through national television allowing citizens to vote through internet and SMS.
10. Websites and SMS channel will be used for voting. However, organizing committee of Integrity Idol
Nigeria 2017 shall not be accountable for any unforeseen technical disturbances in the voting channels.
11. Based on the total number of votes received by each nominee, the candidate with the highest number of
votes shall be announced the winner of ‘Integrity Idol Nigeria 2017’ in an award ceremony. However, in
case the votes received by him/her is found to be suspicious, incorrect or invalid after thorough
examination, a joint consensus of both the panel of judges and the organizing committee shall announce
the nominee with the second highest number of votes as the winner.
12. The winner will be required to complete an agreement to claim his/her worthiness to participate in
receiving the award.
13. Decisions made by of the panel of judges will be final decision.
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